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OutlineOutline



 

Post-processing of digital photograph is a must.



 

Reasonable post-processing from image forgery.



 

Image authentication and passive detection of image 

forgery.
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PreludePrelude



 

Photography goes digital:



 

Number of digital photos is fast growing.



 

Digital images are easily manipulated.



 

Questions about post-processing of digital pictures:



 

Is it justified?



 

Can we distinguish normal processing from forgery?
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Active and passive image authenticationActive and passive image authentication



 

Authentication: to check credibility and integrity of the 
image content.



 

Active techniques



 

Insert a fragile watermark into the image.



 

Extract a code, called perceptual hash, from the 
image.



 

Passive techniques



 

Decide authenticity of a digital image only from the 
image itself without using any side-information.



 

They are more useful.
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Photography: silverPhotography: silver--based and digitalbased and digital



 

Photography dates back to more than 170 years ago. 



 

Quality of silver-based photos can be made perfect:



 

Large range of brightness: more than 7 stops.



 

High resolution: up to 160-200 dots/mm, equivalent to 

20-30 million pixels in a 35mm negative.



 

Very rich colors. 



 

Can digital photo surpass the conventional technique?
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DifferencesDifferences



 

In the old days: You press the button, we do the rest.You press the button, we do the rest.
 

--
 George Eastman (founder of Eastman Kodak)



 

They produce the film.



 

You release the shutter.



 

They develop the film and make prints.



 

In the digital time:



 

You make your own digital film (set your camera).



 

You release the shutter.



 

You process pictures in your own digital darkroom.
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Advantages of digital photographyAdvantages of digital photography



 

Digital sensors can reproduce color and brightness 

closer to reality than film.



 

Image generator can mimic nonlinearity of the human 

eye better than film.



 

Digital photo is also superior in dynamic range of 

brightness --
 

11 stops can be achieved.



 

In a word, digital surpasses film if you treat it 

appropriately.
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Problems with digital photographyProblems with digital photography



 

Difference: CCD sensor elements are arranged regularly, 

while silver grains are distributed randomly.



 

Moiré
 

fringes due to regular CCD grid must be corrected. 

Possible solutions include



 

Low-pass filtering



 

Making CCD sensor very large



 

Greatly increasing resolution of lens



 

The first method is more realistic, but results in side-
 effect of “soft focusing.”
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Why is postWhy is post--processing a must?processing a must?


 

Post-processing is necessary to fully explore the potential 
of digital pictures. 



 

Portables: image processing is done inside the camera. 
With pictures saved in JPEG, improvements can still be 
made by post-processing.



 

DSLR can shoot RAW and store the original CCD data, 
which cannot be used as the final product. Reasons:



 

Low sharpness --
 

to avoid Moiré
 

fringes 



 

Low contrast --
 

to preserve structural details



 

Low color saturation --
 

to preserve color details



 

For RAW, post-processing is imperative.
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PostPost--processing in traditional darkroom processing in traditional darkroom 



 

Old day darkroom processing:



 

Choose proper paper, chemicals, temperature, etc.



 

Burn and dodge.



 

Sharpen: subtract a blurred version from original.



 

Rotate, crop and splice.



 

Other special effects.



 

In the digital era:



 

Image processing can be done at will with software.



 

Quantitative and accurate results can be obtained.
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Set camera to get Set camera to get ““digital negativedigital negative””



 

Color space: sRGB, Adobe RGB, etc.



 

ISO, e.g., 50 --
 

6400



 

Exposure compensation



 

Color saturation



 

Sharpening



 

White balance



 

…
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PS: the PS: the ““digital darkroomdigital darkroom””



 

Photoshop
 

is a typical tool for post-processing.



 

The primary function of PS:



 

Retrieving information recorded by the CCD?



 

Artistic retouching, or other special effects?



 

Making fake pictures?



 

Different treatments for different purposes:



 

Journalism  shooting + reasonable processing



 

Art works  shooting + design + creation + …
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PS: misunderstandingPS: misunderstanding



 

People tend to consider PS as



 

A tool of artistic creation,



 

A collection of tools: eraser, clone stamp, etc., or



 

A set of image manipulation methods.



 

Many even use PS as a tool for image forgery.
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PS: philosophy and essencePS: philosophy and essence



 

Our view:



 

PS provides means to extract information from images 

to fully explore the potential of digital photography.



 

PS is also a powerful tool for artistic works.



 

We only consider the first function. 



 

Work flow of PS: 



 

From the basics to the more sophisticated.



 

From global processing to local refinement.
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Beyond 8 bits: another reason for PSBeyond 8 bits: another reason for PS



 

It is generally recognized that 8 bit resolution is enough 

to meet the visual requirements. 



 

Does information beyond 8 bits useful at all?



 

For high quality pictures, yes.



 

Consider an underexposed picture:



 

If 8 bits are used to record image data, missing details 

in the dark areas are lost forever.



 

If more than 8 bits are used, details in the dark may be 

recovered from the deep bit-planes.
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UnderUnder--exposed picturesexposed pictures
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EightEight--bit image enhancedbit image enhanced
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gray-scale (color) stretch

False contours
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SixteenSixteen--bit image enhancedbit image enhanced
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1616--bit enhanced with the lowest 8 bits removedbit enhanced with the lowest 8 bits removed
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After removing the lowest 8 
bits, no posterization occurs.

Smooth area is smooth.
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ComparisonComparison

88--bit enhancedbit enhanced 1616--bit enhanced with bit enhanced with 
lowest 8 bits removedlowest 8 bits removed
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ComparisonComparison

8-bit 16-to-8 bit 8-bit 16-to-8 bit 8-bit 16-to-8 bit

10011100 10011100 10100100 10100101 10011100 10011111

10011100 10011011 10100100 10100100 10100000 10100001

10011000 10011011 10100000 10100011 10011100 10011111

10011000 10011010 10100000 10100011 10100000 10100001

10011000 10011100 10100000 10100011 10100000 10100010

10011000 10011011 10100100 10100100 10100000 10100001

10011000 10011010 10100100 10100110 10100000 10100000

10011100 10011101 10100100 10100101 10011100 10011111

10011100 10011101 10100100 10100100 10100000 10100010

10011100 10011100 10100100 10100111 10100000 10100011

10011000 10011011 10100100 10100111 10100100 10100100
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Underexposed and low contrast
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Brightened, contrast enhanced, 
and sharpened
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Out of white-balance with unnatural 
color temperature
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Color temperature corrected
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Over-exposed and insufficient 
sharpness
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Tone adjusted, contrast enhanced, 
and slightly sharpened
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PS: right or wrong?PS: right or wrong?



 

In summary, it is wrong to forbid the use of PS.



 

But, there must be a limit in using PS. Crossing the 
boundary may lead to image forgery.



 

Questions hard to answer:



 

What are allowed to change: tone? contrast? color? 



 

To what extent?
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Image ForgeryImage Forgery

Reality in the Digital Era
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Objective of image forensicsObjective of image forensics



 

Topics to study in image forensics



 

Detection of image forgery (splicing, copy and move, 
object removal, etc.)



 

Image source determination (photo or CG, photo or 
scanned picture, camera model, etc.)

?
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Image forgery in the film ageImage forgery in the film age

“The two ways of life”, alleged to be forged by Rejlander
 

in 1857 

using 32 different photos.
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Old picture: adding a missing personOld picture: adding a missing person
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Loch Ness Monster?Loch Ness Monster?

“Loch Ness 
monster picture”, 
1934
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Image forgeryImage forgery

Los Angeles Time, 2003
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Image forgeryImage forgery

John Kerry and Jane Fonda 

http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~farid/research/digitaltampering/kerryfonda1.jpg
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Image forgeryImage forgery

Forged picture exaggerating the 
2004 Xi’an flood

Spliced photo: 
Qinghai-Tibet railway 
and the Tibet gazelle
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Image forgeryImage forgery

“Inoculation for Pigeons”,  alleged to be a fake.
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Image forgeryImage forgery

2007: Photo of the extinguishing south China tiger
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Passive DetectionPassive Detection
Principal Means for 

Image Forgery Detection
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Passive authenticationPassive authentication



 

Passive (blind): detect image forgery without relying on 
any pre-measures such as watermarking or image 
hashing.



 

Make use of device properties such as 



 

Pattern noise due to image sensor



 

Demosaicing
 

features



 

Color filter array (CFA) characteristics



 

Find abnormality in the image content such as



 

Repeated regions



 

Inconsistent lighting



 

Re-sampling artifacts
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Pattern noisePattern noise

Pattern noise is 
useful in source 
identification and 
forgery detection
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Detection of copy & moveDetection of copy & move

Detect “copy n move” by 
global scanning and 
correlation.
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Detection of copy & moveDetection of copy & move

A C Popescu, H Farid, Exposing 
digital forgeries by detecting 
duplicated image regions, Tech 
Report, Dartmouth, 2004
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What if rotation/reWhat if rotation/re--scaling are involved?scaling are involved?

Q. Wu, and S. Wang, Detection of Image Region-Duplication 
with Rotation and Scaling Tolerance, ICCCI 2010, Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan 

Q. Wu, and S. Wang, Detection of Image Region-Duplication 
with Rotation and Scaling Tolerance, ICCCI 2010, Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan

- Log-polar mapping: rotation/re-scaling 
 

translation

- Take 2D Fourier transform of log-polar representation

- Peaks in cross-spectrum of LPFT reveals similarity

- Log-polar mapping: rotation/re-scaling 
 

translation

- Take 2D Fourier transform of log-polar representation

- Peaks in cross-spectrum of LPFT reveals similarity
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Inconsistent illuminationInconsistent illumination

M K Johnson, H Farid, Exposing digital forgeries by detecting inconsistencies in 
lighting, Proc. ACM Multimedia and Security Workshop, NY, USA, 2005: 1-10
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Inconsistent illuminationInconsistent illumination

Inconsistent lighting 
reveals trace of image 
splicing.
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Inconsistent noise propertiesInconsistent noise properties

Different noise pattern indicates alteration of the image.
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Abnormal PerspectivesAbnormal Perspectives

Abnormality in perspective relations.
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Block effect detectionBlock effect detection

The added 
background 

JPEG blocks 
show the re-

 touched face.
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Detection of JPEG Q factor inconsistencyDetection of JPEG Q factor inconsistency

Source 1: Q0 =60 Source 2: Q0 =80 Combined: Q0 =90

Divide image into blocks 
and find degree of 
distortion in each block.

• The combined image has inconsistency in 
blocks and quality factors.

• Re-compress with different Q. The 
additional distortion is minimal when Q=Q0 .

• Non-uniform distortion indicates image 
forgery.
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Q factor inconsistency detection (cont.)Q factor inconsistency detection (cont.)
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 values of 200 normal 
JPEG images

After re-JPEG,  is still 
less than 0.2

• Define a non-uniformity 
measure of additional 
distortion, .

• Experiments show that 
<0.2 for normal images.

• Distribution of  can 
locate tampered area.

 becomes large in 
the tampered area.
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Method based on interpolation signatures Method based on interpolation signatures 



 

Image re-scaling involves interpolation of gray values.



 

Interpolation introduces periodicity, leading to peaks in 

the frequency domain.



 

Scaling factor can be estimated from the spectral 

positions of the peaks.
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Method based on interpolation signatures Method based on interpolation signatures 



 

Image rotation is also associated with interpolation.



 

the rotating angle can be estimated from unusual peaks 
in the frequency domain.
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Method based on interpolation signatures Method based on interpolation signatures 



 

Check blocks in an image, and estimate scaling factors 
and rotating angles.



 

We can detect



 

Suspicious image regions that were rescaled and/or 
rotated before insertion.



 

Spliced image containing some portions that were 
rescaled and/or rotated.

W. Wei, S. Wang, X. Zhang, Z. Tang, Estimation of Image Rotation Angle 
Using Interpolation-Related Spectral Signatures with Application to Blind 
Detection of Image Forgery, IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics 
and Security, 5(3), 2010 

W. Wei, S. Wang, X. Zhang, Z. Tang, Estimation of Image Rotation Angle 
Using Interpolation-Related Spectral Signatures with Application to Blind 
Detection of Image Forgery, IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics 
and Security, 5(3), 2010 
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Experiment: Tibetan railway and wildlifeExperiment: Tibetan railway and wildlife



 

The lower part were enlarged by a factor of 1.25 according 
to the spectral peak at fint =0.201.
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Experiment: Detection of modified insectExperiment: Detection of modified insect



 

Rotate/scale the bee, and re-insert it into the original image. 
The modified part can be identified.
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More experiments on object insertionMore experiments on object insertion



 

The added objects are detected.



 

The computation took about 400 sec for 8M-pixel images.
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Detection of image splicingDetection of image splicing



 

The picture is a combination of two parts.


 

The right 1/3 has been enlarged.


 

Spectral analysis reveals that the right side has a peak at 
0.2, indicating a re-scaling process.
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PPanoramic compositionanoramic composition



 

The right side has been rotated by 2.
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Detection of tampered video sequence Detection of tampered video sequence 

Y. Qin, G. Sun, S. Wang, X. Zhang, Blind Detection of Video Sequence Montage 
Based on GOP Abnormality, Acta Electronica Sinica, 38(7), 2010 (in Chinese) 
Y. Qin, G. Sun, S. Wang, X. Zhang, Blind Detection of Video Sequence Montage 
Based on GOP Abnormality, Acta Electronica Sinica, 38(7), 2010 (in Chinese)

The top row is a video with four scenes, and the bottom a tampered 
version with the second scene being replaced. 

Check spectral magnitudes of the motion vector difference sequences.

The peak in the second scene does not appear at the right position.

The top row is a video with four scenes, and the bottom a tampered 
version with the second scene being replaced.

Check spectral magnitudes of the motion vector difference sequences.

The peak in the second scene does not appear at the right position.
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Final WordsFinal Words
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PostPost--processing vs. image forgeryprocessing vs. image forgery



 

Post-processing is important for digital photography.



 

Post-processing 
 

image forgery



 

Abuse of post-processing leads to credibility crisis in 

digital photography.



 

It is difficult to distinguish reasonable processing and 

image forgery.
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Passive authentication: long way to goPassive authentication: long way to go



 

Active image authentication:



 

Possible techniques: semi-fragile watermarking and 
image hashing.



 

Unrealistic in most cases since pre-measures are 
needed.



 

Passive authentication:



 

More useful, but more challenging.



 

Still difficult for practical applications, e.g., when the 
tampered region is small.



 

More effective techniques are to be developed.
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